TO BUSINESS AND HEALTH EDITORS:
MotoSolutions introduces Water Repellent Coating for
Plastic Protective Eyewear
RODEO, Calif., Mar. 15, 2008 /News/ -- MotoSolutions has
just released their newest product, Raincoat® Advanced
Water Repellent Coating. Raincoat® is designed to remove
the vision distorting water drops from plastic lenses,
glasses, shields and goggles. Easy to apply and long
lasting, Raincoat® is a transparent hydrophobic coating
that causes water to bead up and instantly roll off plastic
surfaces. Also Raincoat® keeps lenses cleaner by removing
the drops that can attract and hold dirt, salts or grime.
"I believe that this product will find great utility in the
outdoor sports market." said Gene Menzies, owner of
MotoSolutions, a major anti-fog provider for the sports and
industrial safety markets. "Rain or water spray has always
plagued the plastic shields used while motorcycling,
cycling, and playing football in the wet conditions. But
there are also vision problems encountered on personal
protective equipment (PPE) when employees are pressure
washing, using water to fight fire, or working outdoors in
the rain. Raincoat® effectively improves vision for those
employees wearing safety eyewear who encounter wet
conditions. We also see benefits for improving the view
through security camera domes, plastic airplane windshields
or helicopter windows and even jet canopies."
Raincoat® will be packaged in small pouches or as a kit
with an applicator and buffing cloth. Raincoat® is
effective on typical plastics such as polycarbonate,
acrylic, PVC, etc. It will not work on glass surfaces.
MotoSolutions, based in Rodeo, CA, was established in 2003
with the mission of providing clear vision through
protective optics. Their proprietary formula anti-fog,
Fogtech(R), is standard safety issue on protective goggles,
glasses and shields for many of the Fortune 500 Industrial
companies. Additional information is available online at
www.motosolutions.com.
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